WHAT NOT TO MISS DURING THE 2020 NO BARRIERS VIRTUAL SUMMIT

REGISTER NOW AT NoBarriers.Live

COMING TO YOU VIRTUALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER

Watch America’s Got Talent winner KODI LEE perform some of his best songs.

Learn a new dance taught by WHITNEY WAY THORE, star of TLC’s hit-show, My Big Fat Fabulous Life.

Hear how HABEN GIRMA conquered her barriers to be the first deaf and blind person to graduate from Harvard Law School.

Watch the first-ever No Barriers cheer performance by CHEER SF.

Rock out to our nightly musical headliners VICTORIA CANAL and AUSTIN BISNOW (MAGIC GIANT).

Learn sign language with MARLEE MATLIN, introducing her Marlee Signs app.

Meet No Barriers Ambassadors ERIK WEIHENMAYER, MANDY HARVEY, ADRIAN ANANTAWAN, WHITNEY WAY THORE, & J.R. MARTINEZ.

Meet Television Host and Activist KARAMO BROWN from Queer Eye.

Learn about resilience from pro surfer BETHANY HAMILTON.

Join the Stand Up Comedy Challenge with JOSH BLUE. Learn how to write jokes and submit them for an opportunity for him to read them at his show in July.
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